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1. GENERALITIES 
In this paper we use the Kronecker sum C (x) / + / ® C, where C and the unit 
matrix / are square matrices of the same order. 
We shall partition the sum C ® / + /cx)Cin four blocks, the diagonal blocks 
being square, not of the same order, and we shall take a (scalar) norm || • || / ) (i = 1, oo) 
of each block. In this way, we obtain [4,12, 13, 14, 15] a matrical norm (ph (i = 1, oo), 
of the referred-to sum. Then we shall calculate the spectral radius of a 2 x 2 non-
negative matrix. 
Given a lambda-matrix 
( i . i) Л(Я) = IЯ" + У V " " 1 + ••• + A,-iЛ + Aп, 
where /, At e Mpp(K), let X denote any latent root of A(X), that is to say, let X be 
a zero of det A(X). We know [1, 3, 6, 7, 11] that X is an eigenvalue of the block-
companion matrix 
"0 0 ... 0 -An 
I 0 ... 0 -A,_ 
0 0 ... I -At 
We also know [2, 8] that the eigenvalues of A (x) / + / ® B are the sums of the 
eigenvalues of A and B. 
*) For ß (ßì}) є M (K), K = U or C, we let 
Г,s 
I B H / ^ M a x {£ | / y } , ||B|L: ( = ° Max {| £ /Jw!}. 
j=l,2...,s Í = 1 i= l , 2 . . . , r j = 1 
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Also needed is a result stating that, if <$>(M) is a matricial norm of a matrix M, 
then [4, 12, 13, 14, 15] Q(M) <; O(0(/W)), Q(M) being the spectral radius of the 
matrix M. 
2. IN THIS SECTION WE DETERMINE UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE ABSOLUTE 
VAXUES OF THE LATENT ROOTS X OF THE LAMBDA-MATRIX (IT) 
Partitioning in the way indicated, we have 
(2.1) C (x) / + / ® C 
AC AO A0 . 






Л - i ) 
AO AO A0 .. . AC A(--A2) 
AO AO A0 .. . AÌ Д ( - V ) + AC 
where A4 = diag (A, ..., A) with the suitable order. (See also [17].) 
Taking the (scalar) norm || -1| £, (i = 1, oo), of each of the four indicated blocks, 
we obtain 
(2.2) </>;(C ® / + / <g> C) ^ Г
1 + HCИг „ „ aj_ „ „ l є M 2 i 2 ( R + ) , (i = l, 
L l II i | | - "*" II II * J 
00) , 
where 
a ; : = 
K-г , (i = 1, oo). 
The matrix (2.2) is a 2-square, non-negative matrix, and we can calculate its eigen­
values. As we have 
it follows that 
(2.3) 
where 
<i| S4e|>i(c®i + i ® c ) ] , 
i-*ff1+.|e,'MI+
,|c|D- (i = ' ' ™ ) -
\L II i|l* ^ II II u/ 
, (1 = 1, oo). 
2.1. Numerical Example 
Let us take the lambda-matrix 
A(i) = IX3 + AXX




[ - 2 - 2 ] [ - 1 9 - 5 7 ] _ [20 140"] 
1 L 0 - 4 J ' 2~l 0 - 7 ó J ' 3 " [ 0 160j-
Иil = 76, A 3 L = 160, CĽ, = 160 
and 
implies 
Џ\ ѓ ІQ ( 
1 + 160 160 
1 4 + 160 ]) 
| A | = 87-62 , 
which is a much better result than that given by |A| _ | C|| ^ (in our case). 
R e m a r k . The bounds given by (2.3) can be better than other bounds. For example, 
we have the bound [16] 
| Я | = Max Л 
i=í,...,n (̂  
^i+í 
+ 1^11 00-
For the above numerical example one obtains 
\l\ = 89-5 . 
2.2. Particular case: polynomials with complex coefficients. 
For the polynomial 
p(z) = zrt + axz
n~l + . . . + an-xz + an, ate C , (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) , 
we obtain using the same argument, C being the companion matrix of p(z): 
(2.2.1) ^ • ( C ® / + / ® C ) ^ r i + 1 I
C l ' , " l | c „ ] e M a , 2 ( R + ) , (i = 1, co), 
where 
« , : = a n ' 1 r (i = hoo). 
\\a2 \\i 
As 
H = iv?[0i(C 0 / + / ® C)] , 
it follows that 
(2.2.2) H s i « ( [ 1 + i | C " ' K I + l<:|])' ( ' - ' • - ) 
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with 
, (i = 1, co). 
R e m a r k . The bound given by (2.2.2) can be better than other known ones. For 
example, for the polynomial 
we have 
and 
which by (2.2.2) yields 
p(z) = z 3 - Зz2 + z - 2 
Фt(C ®i + / ® c ) J j j ] 
фjC »I + І Ø C ) J | Ş | 
z < 3-86. 
Using the following inequalities for zeros of the polynomial p(z) = z" + axz
n l + ... 
... + an_1z + a„: 
Deutsch [4]: 
\z\ <, max {2, \an\ + \at\, \an-t\ + Ifl-J, ..., |fl2| + JA^} ; 
Cauchy [4,9] : 
\z\ ^ max{|an | , 1 + \at\9 1 + |fl2|, ..., 1 + \an_1\} ; 
Walsh [10, p. 221]: 
I ^ K I + Kr^ + h i ^ + .-. + Ki^; 
Kojima [4; 9; 10, p. 221]: 
an , 2 
an-í , 2 « n - 2 . . .2 
fl_2 
flj an-i an-2 я„-з 
. 2k ; |z| ^ max 
Carmichael and Mason [15; 10; p. 222]: 
H = 0 + £h'l2)1/2; 
1 = i 
- we have, respectively: \z\ ^ 5-00; \z\ ^ 4-00; \z\ ^ 5-41; \z\ ^ 6-00; \z\ ^ 3-87. 
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S o u h r n 
LATENTNÍ KOŘENY LAMBDA-MATIC, 
KRONECKEROVY SOUČTY A MATICOVÉ NORMY 
JOSÉ VlTÓRIA 
Pomocí Kroneckerových součtů a maticových norem je podána metoda určení 
horní meze pro |^ |, kde X je latentní kořen lambda-matice. Speciálně jsou dány horní 
meze pro |z|, kde z je kořen polynomu s komplexními koeficienty. Výsledky jsou 
porovnány s jinými známými mezemi pro |z|. 
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